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Institutional Show Cause Issued; 

Interim Report Required 

ACCET ID #1272 

 

Dear Ms. Macklin, 

 

At its April 2016 meeting, the Accrediting Commission of the Accrediting Council for Continuing 

Education & Training (ACCET) considered the application for reaccreditation of J’Reneé College in 

Elgin, Illinois, the on-site visit team report (visit conducted February 8 – 9, 2016), and the institution’s 

response to that report, dated March 23, 2016.  As a result of its review, the Commission voted to 

defer consideration and to continue the institution’s accredited status pending further review at its 

August 2016 meeting.  The Commission also voted to issue a show cause directive, requiring the 

institution to show cause why its accredited status should not be withdrawn.  This action is based on 

the severity of issues found unresolved in the institution’s response to the team report, particularly 

issues surrounding records, refunds, and the institution’s catalog. 

 

While the institution’s response adequately addressed one of the weaknesses raised in the on-site team 

report, the following issues are in need of further clarification and/or resolution relative to ACCET 

standards, policies, and procedures: 

 

1. Standard II-D: Records 

 

The team report indicated that, during the visit, the institution was transitioning to a “paperless” 

environment and moving to a new student management system, and as a consequence there were 

significant issues in retrieving information required by the team.  The team found that the financial 

aid file for one student contained a list of names and grades for all students, which was a serious 

breach of student confidentiality.  The team also found that enrollment or student payment agreements 

for twenty students were not signed by a school administrator. 
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The institution indicated in its response that it had scanned all student files into its student 

management system to ensure that documentation would not be misplaced and to facilitate the 

retention and access of documentation.   However, no documentation of this new system was provided.  

It indicated that procedures had been instituted to ensure that breaches of student confidentiality did 

not occur, but did not provide any details or documentation of these procedures.  The institution also 

indicated that its current process for signing enrollment agreements was to have them signed 

electronically by the school administrator and provided all twenty enrollment agreements listed in 

the team report with a signature by the school administrator.  However, the institution did not provide 

an explanation as to why the team was not provided with these twenty completed enrollment 

agreements.  Further, the Commission is concerned that these signed enrollment agreements do not 

demonstrate that the school administrator signed the documents at the time of enrollment, as the 

documentation attached to the institution’s response regarding the unsigned enrollment agreements 

all have printed dates of acceptance and appear to use a non-verified electronic signature.  The 

Commission is further concerned that the practice of typing dates and electronically signing the 

enrollment agreements does not ensure that these documents are reviewed and signed by both parties 

at the time of enrollment.  Finally, the Commission noted that the enrollment agreements provided 

were all signed by the President, not an admissions representative as described in the response to 

Standard III-B: Financial Procedures. 

 

Therefore, the institution must provide a narrative update on these issues, including: 

a. Procedures for the institution’s STARS system for student records to ensure that 

student records are complete and up-to-date; 

b. Procedures and documentation of the process implemented by the institution, 

mentioned in the response to the team report, to ensure that FERPA requirements are 

consistently followed; 

c. A narrative explaining why the team was provided with twenty enrollment agreements 

unsigned by a school official, while the response included copies of the same twenty 

enrollment agreements signed by both parties; 

d. A narrative and written procedure for the admissions process which includes an 

indication of who is responsible for signing enrollment agreements on the school’s 

behalf; 

e. A narrative, procedures, and supporting documentation on the process for the typed 

dates and electronic signatures used by the institution which ensure that the electronic 

signatures are verified, legally valid, and that the school administrator is reviewing and 

signing the enrollment agreement at the time of a student’s enrollment. 

 

2. Standard III-B: Financial Procedures, Standard III-C: Financial Aid/Scholarships 

 

The team report indicated that, while the institution’s enrollment agreements were properly paginated 

to indicate four total pages, financial files only included the first two pages of the enrollment 

agreement, which were the only two pages with student signatures.  The team was unable to verify 

from student files that students received a copy of the enrollment document in its entirety, including 

the cancellation and refund policy and school disclosures.  An enrollment agreement was also missing 

in the file for E. Krautwurst.  The team also found that refund calculation forms were missing in eight 
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student files (M Hernandez, M. Garcia, C. Tyrus, M. Holland, B. Ilanas, B. Thomas, A. Rodriguez, 

and L. Martin). 

 

The institution indicated in its response that both student and admissions representatives sign the 

enrollment agreement electronically, and that a copy of the entire enrollment agreement is emailed 

to the student.  The institution indicated that its new STARS system kept a copy of the enrollment 

agreement that could be viewed by the student.  However, the Commission noted that no 

documentation of either the email to the student with the complete enrollment agreement or the 

posting of the enrollment agreement to the STARS system was provided in the institution’s response.  

The Commission questioned the practice of having a four-page enrollment agreement where a student 

both signs the enrollment agreement on the first page instead of the final page and has no initials or 

signatures on the final two pages of the document, as it does not ensure that the student has reviewed 

all pages. 

 

The institution provided the enrollment agreement for E. Krautwurst and refund calculation 

worksheets for the eight students listed in the team report, as well as refund calculations for ten 

additional students, including S. Scholfield.  The Commission noted that two of the refunds, those of 

M. Hernandez and A. Marquez, were refunds for significant overpayments.  It was not clear why these 

overpayments occurred since the cost of the program is a set amount.  The Commission also noted 

that the refund calculation worksheet for A. Marquez had different refund amounts listed on the first 

and second pages of the worksheet, with no explanation. 

 

During the course of its review, the Commission found that the institution’s refund policy is not in 

compliance with ACCET.  For students who withdraw before 50% of a given period of financial 

obligation, the ACCET refund policy allows an institution to retain an additional 10% of unearned 

tuition.  In a review of the institution’s refund documentation provided in the institution’s response to 

Standard III-C – Financial Assistance/Scholarships, the Commission found that the institution was 

retaining 10% of total tuition, plus 10% of total fees other than tuition.  This practice results in 

significantly more monies being retained by the institution for withdrawn students.  The institution’s 

current policy indicates that “a school may make refunds which exceed those prescribed in this 

section,” and refunds processed using the ACCET refund calculations for withdrawn students would 

be greater than those currently being processed by the institution.  The institution must update its 

policy to include both the institution’s refund policy and the ACCET refund policy and state that a 

comparison of the two policies will be made for each withdrawn student, with the processed refund 

amount being the most beneficial to the student. 

 

Additionally, the Commission noted that the fees indicated on the enrollment agreement are not 

itemized.  While the enrollment agreement for M. Garcia indicates one “lab fee” of $3,535 and tuition 

of $20,680, for a total cost of $24,215, the refund worksheet provided for the same student indicates 

total enrollment charges of $24,260, consisting of $20,680 tuition and the following itemized fees: a 

$45 application fee, three separate daily fees for “nursing lab” ($8.03/day), “course fee” 

($5.88/day), and “electronics fee” ($2.94/day); a $500 technology fee, a $45 fee for a name badge, 

and a $125 fee for a nursing kit.  These fees are not disclosed on the enrollment agreement.  The 

Commission particularly questioned the daily fees charged by the institution, which add up to an extra 
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$16.85/day, or $2,865 total, that is not included in tuition.  It is not clear why these fees are charged 

on a daily basis and not included in tuition, nor is it clear for what these fees are assessed.  In 

particular, the institution did not provide information in its documentation on how the daily “course 

fee” differs from tuition or how the “electronics fee” differs from the “technology fee” listed later in 

the worksheet. 

 

Finally, while the institution provided the refund calculation worksheets indicated as missing in the 

team report, it did not address the issue of these worksheets being absent during the team visit. 

 

Therefore, the institution must provide a narrative update on these issues, including the 

following: 

a. Procedures to demonstrate the institution’s review of the enrollment agreement, 

particularly the refund policy and the disclosures, with each student.  The procedures 

must also clarify which school personnel are responsible for signing enrollment 

agreements.  The institution must modify its enrollment agreement to have a student 

signature at the end of the document, or require initials on all pages to provide written 

acknowledgement from the student; 

b. Procedures and documentation to verify electronic signatures and dates for both the 

student and admission department representative to ensure that these signatures are 

authentic and legally valid in accordance with US and Illinois law, as noted under Item 

#1; 

c. Documentation of five emails and attachments sent to students with completed 

enrollment agreements between January 1 and April 10, 2016 to evidence the 

institution’s practice of emailing the completed enrollment agreements upon enrollment 

as described in the response; 

d. Five completed updated enrollment agreements which provide the updated refund 

policy, updates to the institution’s electronic signature process, and provide explicit 

itemization of all fees, including an indication of how fees are charged and which fees 

are non-refundable, if any; 

e. A compelling rationale for the fees indicated on the refund worksheets provided by the 

institution, particularly the “course fee” and the “technology fee”, or alternatively, the 

adjustment of these fees; 

f. A revised refund policy and procedure that includes the ACCET policy and requires a 

comparison of the refund calculations for each cancelled or withdrawn student under 

both the institution’s current policy and the ACCET policy and a determination of 

which is the most beneficial to that student.  The institution must provide an updated 

policy, an updated procedure for determining refunds, and an updated refund 

calculation worksheet; 

g. Revised refund calculation worksheets for E. Krautwurst and S. Scholfield, the two 

students whose documentation in the institution’s response indicates that they received 

refunds due to withdrawal from the program, to reflect compliance with the ACCET 

policy, as well as revised refund calculation worksheets for all students withdrawn since 

the institution’s response.  The institution must include the following documentation: 
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enrollment agreements, student ledgers, refund calculation worksheets, attendance 

records, and proof of refunds; 

h. A narrative explanation for the significant overpayments to the accounts of M. 

Hernandez and A. Marquez, as well as proof of refund for these overpayments.  The 

institution must additionally provide an explanation of the difference in refund amounts 

noticed for A. Marquez on pages 1 and 2 of his refund worksheet; 

i. A list of all students who withdrew in 2016, along with an analysis of the refunds 

provided to all students in 2016.  If compliance with the ACCET refund policy results 

in a greater refund amount, then the institution must provide updated refund 

calculations and provide proof that additional funds were returned to the students. 

j. A narrative and supporting documentation on the changes made to the institution’s 

procedures to ensure that refund calculation worksheets are present in files for all 

withdrawn students. 

 

3. Standard VII-A: Recruitment 

 

The team report indicated that a number of items in the institution’s catalog were missing, 

inconsistent, or unclear.  These items included a lack of publication/revision date, an instructor in the 

catalog who was not listed in personnel lists provided to the team, no information on the legal name 

and type of entity that owns the institution, no general description of the facilities, a transfer of credit 

policy that did not include an “advanced standing by testing” policy found in other documents, a lack 

of detailed information on the loans and/or grants that may be offered by the institution, as well as 

selection and award processes for the J’Reneé Foundation scholarship, no information on the length 

of the practical nurse program in weeks or months, no clear information on the minimum requirements 

for graduation, no time-frames for make-up classes, and no description of the extent and nature of 

placement assistance offered to students and graduates. 

 

The institution indicated in its response that it addressed the issues in the catalog, and provided an 

updated catalog and ACCET Document 29 – Catalog Checklist, as well as additional information for 

the current faculty member not included in the personnel checklist provided to the team.  The revised 

catalog fully addressed three of the eleven issues listed in the team report. However, upon review, the 

Commission found a number of additional and unresolved issues: 

a. The institution has included a revision date of 08-15 on most of the catalog pages.  However, 

as revisions to the catalog have been made in response to issues in the team report, this 

revision date is not correct.  One page has a different current revision date, that of 03-21-16. 

b. The ownership information in the revised catalog still does not provide the legal name and 

type of entity of the institution.  While the first page indicates that Ms. Juanita Reneé Macklin 

is the owner of “J’Reneé College,” ACCET ownership and financial documentation indicate 

a different legal name, J’Reneé Career Facilitation, Inc d/b/a J. Reneé College; and the 

revised catalog does not provide the type of entity, such as an LLC or incorporated entity. 

c. The revised catalog includes two separate transfer of credit policies on pages 12-14.  These 

policies include different information on which courses are eligible for credit transfer and 

provide different details on the transfer of credit procedure. 
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d. The revised catalog still does not address the “advanced standing by testing” provision, 

which the team report indicated was a policy in place at the institution. 

e. The catalog indicates in the Practical Nursing overview on p. 13 that the institution accepts 

“FAFSA, Scholarships, WIA, Tuition Reimbursement, Cash, and Veterans’ Education 

Benefits to those who qualify.”  This statement is not accurate, as the FAFSA is an application 

to the US Department of Education, and the phrase “to those who qualify” does not apply to 

all elements of that list. 

f. The updated catalog includes an example application for the J’Reneé scholarship.  However, 

this application does not provide complete information about the scholarship process, 

including who is eligible, what criteria are used to determine the winners of scholarships and 

who makes the decisions, how many scholarships are available, and how much money is 

allocated to scholarships, information that is requested in the Analytic Self Evaluation Report 

(ASER).  Further, since this application is explicitly provided as an example of a scholarship, 

it is not clear if there are other scholarships offered by the institution that have different 

processes.  The Commission reminds the institution that all scholarships must be listed and 

described in the catalog.  Additionally, the application listed in the catalog contains unclear 

information, as it first indicates that the scholarship process is partially based on an interview, 

but later indicates that a personal interview “may be scheduled.”  The criteria for awarding 

the scholarship indicates that it is based on “scholarship criteria and application screening 

matrix,” which does not provide information to an applicant as to the specific criteria used 

to select recipients. 

g. The revised catalog has a “Graduation & Licensure Requirements Policy” on page 51 which 

does not provide information on the minimum requirements for GPA or attendance.  The 

Commission noted that the Attendance Policy in the catalog also does not provide the 

minimum standard, as the paragraph on minimum standards for attendance only indicates 

that each course/program has a minimum standard, but does not indicate what that minimum 

is. 

h. The revised catalog has two policies for make-up hours, one on page 31 and one on page 34.  

While the first has timeframes provided, the second does not.  In addition, the Commission 

noted that it is not clear from the policy that the make-up hours and content are supervised 

by an instructor, which is required for the make-up work to be considered in instructional 

hours, per ACCET Document 35 – Attendance Policy. 

i. The revised catalog does not have information on the extent and nature of placement 

assistance provided to students and graduates.  The language in the revised catalog is 

identical to that listed in the team report, which does not provide a representation of the 

placement assistance provided to students. 

j. During the course of its review, the Commission found that the institution’s purpose and goals 

on page 6 indicate, “provide associates degrees in nursing…”  The institution is not approved 

by ACCET to offer associate degree programs and must remove any and all references to 

unapproved programs in its catalog and any other documentation. 

k. During the course of its review, the Commission found that the admissions procedures on 

pages 9-13 had requirements to apply to the Practical Nursing program listed in three 

separate places, each of which listed different requirements.  For example, the requirements 

on page 9 indicate only that applicants to the Practical Nursing program must be at least 18 
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years old and have a high school diploma, but the requirements on page 10 indicate nine 

requirements, including successful completion of pre-requisite courses and programs. The 

requirements on page 13 are similar to those on page 10, but have a different admissions test 

listed (TEA instead of HESI). 

 

Therefore, the institution must provide a narrative update on these issues, including a revised 

catalog to address the eleven items listed above, as well as the revised refund policy outlined in 

item #2.  The Commission is particularly concerned about the institution’s stated purpose to 

provide associate’s degrees, reference to which must be immediately removed from all 

literature and documentation, as the institution is not approved to offer an associate’s degree 

program.  The institution is advised to review its catalog carefully for clarity, as the Commission 

found that the revised catalog contained multiple instances of repeated and disjointed 

information beyond those specific instances listed above. 

 

4. Standard VIII-B: Attendance 

 

The team report indicated that the institution’s single instance of a leave of absence did not have 

documentation other than a doctor’s excuse. 

 

The institution indicated in its response that it has instituted a Leave of Absence approval form that 

requires information such as the reason for the LOA and the expected date of return.  The institution 

provided a narrative description for approving and recording the leave of absence.  However, the 

institution did not provide any written procedures to guide these processes for the institution’s staff, 

which the Commission deemed particularly important as leaves of absence appear to be a rare 

occurrence at the institution. 

 

Therefore, the institution must provide a narrative update on this issue, including written 

procedures for approving and recording leaves of absence to ensure consistency and 

compliance with the leave of absence policy, as well as compliance with ACCET Document 36.  

If any leaves of absence are requested before the institution’s submission date, the institution 

must provide a copy of the completed leave of absence request and approval form. 

 

5. Standard VIII-C: Student Satisfaction 

 

The team report indicated that the institution did not conduct a final student evaluation upon 

completion of the term of enrollment, as required by the standard. 

 

The institution indicated in its response that it has created a SurveyMonkey survey.  It provided a 

policy for collecting and analyzing the final program surveys, a blank End of Program Survey, and 

results of the End of Program survey for ten students.  However, the Commission found that the results 

provided were for a survey that did not match the content of the blank end-of-program survey.  The 

survey used for the results had only six questions and did not include questions that provided an 

assessment of student satisfaction with the quality of training provided by the institution.  Additionally, 

the Commission noted that the survey used for the results did not have any specific questions and/or 
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opportunities in the survey for students to provide additional feedback.  As the survey results indicated 

that three of ten students were “somewhat satisfied” instead of “very” or “extremely” satisfied with 

the availability of learning resources, and one negative response was provided for four of the five 

other questions, the Commission questioned how these results could be used to improve the 

curriculum or the services provided without additional narrative feedback.  Additionally, as the 

survey results indicated that they were for the LPN Program Evaluation Questionnaire, and the blank 

survey had questions specific to the LPN program, processes and documentation for end-of-program 

surveys representing the other programs, both vocational and avocational, offered by the institution 

was not provided. 

 

Therefore, the institution must provide a narrative update on this issue, including evidence of 

implementation for either the blank End of Program survey provided in the attachment “End 

of Program Survey (2).pdf”, or a significantly revised version of the implemented survey 

represented in “End of Program Survey Results.pdf” that includes questions relative to student 

satisfaction with the quality of the program and training provided as well as more specific 

questions and/or opportunities to provide narrative feedback to ensure that the survey provides 

effective feedback to improve the institution’s programs and services.  The institution also must 

provide evidence of implementation of an End of Program Survey for programs other than the 

LPN program, including avocational programs as well as the institution’s Basic Nursing 

Assistant Training program. 

 

6. Standard VIII-E: Completion and Placement 

 

The team report indicated that the institution had below benchmark placement rates for January 

through October, 2015 for the Basic Nursing Assistant Training program and the Practical Nursing 

(evening) program.  Transfers in and out were not consistently accurate, as the team found instances 

of students who transferred into a program, but were not found as a corresponding transfer out.  The 

team report also indicated two instances of missing part-time employment attestations and 30-day 

verifications, and one student was listed as a waiver without supporting documentation on file. 

 

The institution indicated in its response that its placement rates had improved.  It provided a partial 

list of students describing their completion and placement status, and supporting documentation 

relative to waivers and placements.  The information provided by the institution raised a number of 

serious questions to the Commission.  First, the list of students was incomplete.  For example, the 

Document 28.1 for the BNAT program indicates that there were four students each in the March 2015 

and June 2015 cohorts.  However, the supporting documentation provided by the institution only 

addressed three students from each of these cohorts. 

 

Second, the waiver policy provided by the institution for the BNAT program indicates that students 

who transfer from the BNAT program to the LPN program are counted as a waiver for BNAT.  

However, the policy does not require the student to sign and date a waiver as required by ACCET 

Document 28. 

 

Third, the student B. Quinones-Llanas is listed as a completion waiver by the institution.  However, 
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the documentation provided simply indicates that the student is asking for two weeks off to move, 

which does not verify that she is dropping the program nor that she is moving outside the market area 

as is required to be eligible for a completion waiver. 

 

Finally, the waivers, verifications, and attestations provided by the institution appeared to include 

signatures that cannot be authenticated, as they were not originally hand-signed on the documents 

provided, and the dates on all documents were typed, not hand-written.  The Commission discounted 

all waivers, verifications, and attestations as it is not clear that the graduate provided his/her 

signature for that form on the date printed. 

 

Therefore, the institution must provide a narrative update on these issues, including the 

following: 

a. Updated ACCET Document 28.1s for the BNAT and LPN (day and eve) programs for 

calendar year 2015.  These 28.1s must be correlated with corresponding On-Site 

Sampling Verification: Completion, Placement, and Academic Data forms (OSVF) 

completed for each monthly student cohort for each program and complete supporting 

documentation for all placements, waivers, and column 5b completers referenced on the 

OSVFs. 

b. The institution’s written procedure for obtaining attestations, verifications, and waivers 

to demonstrate an original, legally valid student signature and date, or authentic email 

as allowed under ACCET policy.  The placement documentation provided in part (a) 

must demonstrate implementation of this procedure. 

c. A revised policy for documenting transfers from the BNAT program to the LPN 

program to ensure that all students counted as placement waivers for the BNAT 

program have documented waivers that are signed and dated by the student. 

d. A revised policy and procedure for completion waivers that provides specific 

information on what issues may be considered for a completion waiver.  The institution 

is advised that the only reasons for an eligible completion waiver are the student’s death, 

incarceration, active military duty, serious medical illness, or relocation out of the 

market area.  The documentation in part (a) must demonstrate this revised policy and 

procedure. 
 

A copy of this report, including the attached interim report cover sheet, must be mailed to 

interimreports@accet.org no later than May 23, 2016, in order for the institution’s application for 

reaccreditation to be considered further at the Commission’s August 2016 meeting. 

 

As a reminder, please be advised that late submission and receipt of documents and reports are subject 

to significant late fees in accordance with Commission policy.  These fees are outlined in ACCET 

Document 10, which can be found at www.accet.org.  

 

Further, while under a Show Cause directive, the institution is restricted from making any substantive 

changes including, but not limited to, new programs, major program revisions, new branch campuses 

or other new sites, or relocations out of the general market area. 

 

http://www.accet.org/
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Deferral of reaccreditation is not an adverse action and is explained in ACCET Document 11 – 

Policies and Practices of the Accrediting Commission, which is available on our website at 

www.accet.org.  The deferral of a final decision is intended to allow for an opportunity to clarify 

and/or resolve the issues of concern cited herein, specifically focused on the demonstration of 

systematic and effective implementation of revised policies and procedures in practice over time.  In 

accordance with Commission policy, no substantive changes including, but not limited to, new 

programs or major program revisions, new branch campuses or other new sites, and/or relocation out 

of the general market area, will be permitted during the term of the deferral period. 

 

Your demonstrated capabilities and commitment in support of the institution’s accredited status are 

essential to a favorable outcome in this process.  Should you have any questions or need further 

assistance regarding this letter, please contact the ACCET office at your earliest opportunity. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
 

William V. Larkin, Ed.D. 

Executive Director 

 

WVL/meay 

 

 

Enclosures: Interim Report Cover Sheet 

 On-Site Sampling Verification Form 

 

CC: Mr. Herman Bounds, Chief, Accreditation Division, US ED (aslrecordsmanager@ed.gov) 

 Mr. Ron Bennett, Director, School Eligibility Service Group, US ED 

 (ron.bennett@ed.gov) 

 Mr. Douglas Parrott, ACD - Chicago/Denver, US ED (douglas.parrott@ed.gov) 

 Ms.  Nina Tangman, Associate Director, IL Board of Higher Education, (tangman@ibhe.org) 

 

http://www.accet.org/

